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Offers: Wesleyan University via Coursera Price: Free inspection, $49 course certificate Length: 5 weeks Format: Videos, readings and quizzes Eligible for college credit?: No relaying memories of long-term memories, this category provides a scientific review of how memory works, including how memories are formed, stored and called back in the brain. In
addition, the course deals with memory loss and memory changes as people age. The student learns to look at people's workplace behaviour from a psychological point of view. The course discusses, among other things, teamwork, employee motivation, conflicts and how personality affects performance. In addition, students also study management-related
topics, such as which management styles are most effective. Students in this self-paced course have the opportunity to study the relationship between psychology and the criminal justice system by analyzing a fictional case. The category deals with myths about the justice system and how to improve the justice system. This course explores positive
psychology methods and tips to improve your quality of life in yourself and others around you. The aim of the course is to focus on the positives of psychology rather than the negative. Offers: Universal Class Price: $50 for audit, $75 for course certificate Length: 14 hours Format: Lessons, assignments and exams Eligible for college credit?: Not This category
gives an overview of the advisory profession to those interested in a career in the industry, and also serves as a refresher course for professionals who want to sharpen their skills. The student learns about the instructor's daily responsibilities, such as caring for patients and maintaining information. Offers: Udemy Price: $20 Length: 1 hour Format: Videos
and quizzes Eligible for college credit?: No This course explores the psychological component of aggression and violence, including the reasons why anger can escalate to these levels. While working at their own pace, students delves into theories about the development of human aggression, the effect of sex on violence and whether aggression is due to
biology or social influence. Offers: Open University Price: Free Time: 8 Weeks Format: Videos eligible for college credit?: Well This category explores the nature of eyewitness testimony and how it can contribute to wrongdoing in certain criminal cases. Students learn how police get testimony from witnesses by watching videos of a police investigation.
Offers: Udemy Price: $20 Length: 30 minutes Format: Videos and quizzes Eligible for college credit?: No student learns two important frameworks in psychological human development research: Sigmund Freud's psychoanalytic and psychosexual development theory and Erikson's psychosocial development theory. Through these theories gives an insight
into the psychological milestones people face, from pediatrics to geriatrics. Offers: Universal Class Price: $50 for audit, $75 for course certificate Length: 7 hours Format: Lessons, assignments and exams Eligible for college credit?: Not those interested in exploring a career in child psychology can get a foundation through this course. The students learn
biological, social, environmental and psychological factors that influence childhood development, as well as techniques for diagnosing and treating people with developmental problems. Find the best online courses in teaching and teaching Teachers get a unique opportunity to challenge themselves while influencing the lives of others directly through
education. The continuous development of technology makes it easier for teachers to enroll in open online courses that provide a flexible way to learn new skills and succeed in the field. Those interested in learning more about the teaching profession can use this guide to learn more about online teaching and teaching courses, where to find them and
resources to help them find the best courses for their needs. Ad AccreditedSchoolsOnline.org a website supported by advertising. Featured or trusted partner programs and all school search, search or match results are for schools that compensate us. This compensation does not affect our school rankings, resource guides or other editorially independent
information posted on this site. Explore your interests with the high-quality standards and flexibility you need to take your career to the next level. FIND THE RIGHT ONLINE TEACHING COURSE The increase in the number of online teaching courses may be somely overwhelming at first. To alleviate the stress associated with this process, students can use
the search tool below to help them find their ideal online teaching categories by filtering the price, course length, school and start date. EXPLORE THE OPTIONS FOR ONLINE TEACHING CLASSESOnline teaching courses focus on the different target levels of learners. Those who are currently teachers can benefit from an online certificate or information
course to learn new classroom strategies and build their CVs. In addition, those currently pursuing their teaching degree could consider a credit course for their degree and gain more class skills. In the table below, you will be specifiing the most common types of online teaching courses. CERTIFICATEFOR-CREDITINFORMATIONALDescriptionCertificates
is awarded to students who complete the course with a sufficiently high success rate. They can look good on a CV when applying for university programs or teaching jobs. Some online teaching courses offer college credits. These courses are usually offered by universities and usually cost than higher education institutions courses are an excellent way to
learn new teaching skills, but they don't provide certificates that show your graduation. These courses are usually free. Who's going to take this type of course? Established teachers who want to learn new teaching techniques or specialized in new subjects Students in tutorials at a university that wants to earn their degrees. Anyone interested in education or
considering a career in teaching.10 MUST-TAKE ONLINE TUTORIALS Finding the best online tutorials can be tricky to distinguish between high-quality, comprehensive programs except programs that are less useful. The top 10 online teaching courses listed below range from general technology for new teachers to flavoured teachers to innovative
strategies. MASTER'S THESIS IN TEACHER TEACHINGOffered by: ALISONPrice: FreeLength: 0-15 hoursFormat: SlideshowsFile for college credit?: NoAn introductory course to help teachers keep students involved in learning. This gives teachers the tools to address students' individual needs to promote academic success. This course helps teachers
keep their students focused and motivated. INTRODUCTION TO ART AND ACTIONOffered by: Museum of Modern Art via CourseraPrice: Audit: Free. Certificate: $45 Length: Four weeksFormat: Video, quizes, final project, online discussion forums Eligible for college credit?: The NoThis course emphasizes practical learning and uses creative activities to
make every lesson memorable. This emphasises teaching students to creatively express their own unique ideas. The course focuses on artworks, but activities are suitable for any topic, even mathematics and science. INTRODUCTION TO FAMILY ENGAGEMENT IN EDUCATIONOffered by: HarvardX via edXHinta: Free. Certificate: $70Length: Six weeks,
2-4 hours/weekFormat: VideoFileable for college credit?: Students feel better at school when their families attend their education. The course shows what teachers can do to get families and schools used to getting used to it. This course focuses on community engagement for teachers who want to make big changes. SCIENCE OF LEARNING - WHAT
EVERY TEACHER SHOULD KNOWOffered by: Teachers College at Columbia University through edXPrice: Audit: Free. Certificate: $49.Length: Four weeks, 2-4 hours/weekFormat: VideoEligible for college credit?: NoThis course shows how information happens. Teachers learn strategies that help inform how to stay with students, as well as tips that give
students motivation and interest in being life-age learners. LEARNING DIFFERENCESOffered by: Friday InstitutePrice: FreeLength: Six weeksFormat: Video, downloadable PDFs, peer reviewFit NoTh this course helps teachers identify students' specific academic strengths and weaknesses. Teachers learn strategies that allow them to highlight students'
best interests while keeping their best interests LITERACY FOR DEEPER LEARNINGOffered by: Friday InstitutePrice: FreeLength: Six weeksFormat: Video, downloadable PDFs, peer review Eligible for college credit?:NoReading and writing can benefit students across disciplines. The course will show teachers how they can encourage and improve their
students' literacy in all subject matter. DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT GAMES FOR LEARNINGOffered by: Massachusetts Institute of Technology via edXHinta: Audit: Free. Certificate: $99 Length: 9 weeks, 6-10 hours a weekFormat: Video, downloadable PDFs, peer review, Gameblox game editor Eligible for college credit?: NoTh this course gives teachers
a fun and exciting resource to teach their students more difficult topics through video games. At the end of the course, teachers have created their own academic video game for classroom use. WORKING WITH A STUDENT WITH SPECIAL EDUCATIONOffered by: ALISONPrice: Free. Certificate: $23 and upLength: 2-3 hoursFormat: Html slideshows,
downloadable PDFsFiable for college credit?: NoThis is an introduction to special education that helps teachers identify differences in the needs of special education students and how best to help these students learn. EFFECTIVE BIOLOGY TEACHING STRATEGIESOffered by: TrinityX via edXPrice: FreeLength: Four weeks at 4 hours/weekFormat: Video,
downloadable PDFsEable for college credit?: NoVaikka this course focuses mainly on biology, content can be easily applied to other topics. Teachers learn to write their own learning goals and structure their classes to achieve these goals.3 KEY BENEFITS OF ONLINE TEACHING COURSESOnline teaching courses may be of interest to highly educated
academic professionals or those who want to work and succeed in teaching status. The following details key benefits of enrolling in an online teaching course:1.Check out the new teaching strategies Although teaching may not be a new profession, methods and procedures are constantly evolving. Online teaching courses can help new and experienced
teachers become aware of the development of strategies, concepts and technology integration in their field. By continuing their training through online courses, teachers can increase their effectiveness as educatours, which in turn benefits their students by being able to identify their needs and meet their needs.2.More expertiseOnline teaching courses can
give experienced and aspiring teachers an advantage in pursuing a career. For aspiring teachers, online courses can promote the completion of their degree, give them more experience and demonstrate their commitment as a teacher. Those who are already employed teachers can hone their existing teaching skills. Online courses can help all levels gain
the necessary experience more employed and effective teachers.3.Broaden teaching knowledge of subject teachers at all levels through comprehensive school, the university's task is to keep up to date with the topics it teaches. A communications professor should read about the latest media literacy theories, while a middle school biology teacher should
familiarise himself with the latest advances in genetics research in order to guide their students. Organizing online courses on the topics they teach can help teachers stay on time about the latest trends, knowledge and discoveries in their field. ESSENTIAL APPS &amp; PODCASTS FOR TEACHERSAPPS Building technology for daily curricula can prove to
be a valuable tool for teachers, students, and families. These apps can help teachers keep grades, feedback, and other responsibilities organized while providing a platform to increase student and family participation both at home and in class. These free apps are a good place for teachers to start incorporating technology into their classrooms:PODCASTS
Teachers can sometimes find themselves going through their daily routine without excitement and motivation. Academic podcasts are a great way for teachers to restore their enthusiasm when they hear about new teaching methods, self-care practices and other teachers' perspectives. Infinite Thinking MachineRamsey Musallam and Michelle CordyRecent
Episode to Try:MechatronicsA videopodcast, which explores new opportunities for teachers by detailing new ways for teachers to control their classrooms. This podcast is a great resource for teachers looking for alternative teaching methods. The A.T.TIPSCast.Christopher BugajRecent Episode to Try:The Cornerstone of LanguageAitaive Technology Tools
in Public Schools (A.T.TIPS) podcast is a good resource for teachers who want to incorporate technology into their curricula. The A.T.TIPS podcast goes through a variety of technological programs and how best to use them in class. Talks With TeachersBrian SztabnikRecent Episode to Try:Jodi RiceEach podcast is a profile of a different educator and their
experiences of teaching. This podcast offers special life details that are useful for anyone who already teaches or thinks about getting into an online tutorial. Angela Watson's Truth for TeachersAngela WatsonRecent Episode Try:8 Keys to Avoiding Teacher BurnoutAngela Watson's Truth for Teachers provides teachers with a weekly podcast that shares
encouraging and highly relatable stories with teachers working with urban or low-income institutions. This is a good podcast for those interested in personal teachers' stains. Moving on with the Speed of CreativityWesley FryerRecent Episode Try: Classroom Passion Projects, Maker Studio &amp; Digital Citizenship With Shelly Fryer In this podcast, teachers
are encouraged to incorporate technology into their classroom and while emphasising the importance of students' digital literacy. Movement at the speed of creativity is podcast for teachers who are confused or unsure about classroom technology. EXPERT: BENEFITS FOR ONLINE TEACHING COURSES What benefits do you see in online courses in
education?Dr. Swanis: Quite busy with teacher training these online experiences keep them academically engaged and inspired by new ideas. These courses are very flexible and focus on the topics that teachers choose. Ultimately, online opportunities offer teachers affordable and flexible alternatives to professional learning. Would you recommend
organizing online courses for someone who is only at the beginning of their career teaching?Dr. Swanis: When it comes to pre-service teacher training, I'm quite old-fashioned face-to-face with method professors and collaborative teachers. However, online courses, such as the EdX course I currently teach, can increase traditional teacher training to provide
the necessary expertise or help students understand a specific skill or content focus. How can online classes in education help teachers in the profession at the moment? As I said earlier, teacher training needs realistic options to continue training and keep inspired by ideas. Online training can help overcome some practical obstacles and allow teachers to
familiarize themselves with new studies, teaching techniques, curricula that help us all stay fresh in our practice. Do you think the student's choice and choice of so many different online courses (offered by universities and educational institutions from around the world) gives the student a more rounded teaching lesson than if they were in only one university's
classes?Dr. Swanis: Access to professors across the country (and globally) is one of the greatest strengths of online education – we are not restricted in the locality. The last time we drove an EdX course to the Smithsonian, Teaching Inquiry with Historical Objects course, we had 3,000 students who were on a six-week course from across the US (Maine to
Hawaii) as well as from the UK, India and Germany. Especially in the case of social studies, it will not get any better! That!
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